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designed to develop students ’ argumentative thinking skills .

This year ’s keynote speaker was Peter Kahn , an esteemed

educator , former Chicago social worker , and published poet .

Kahn spoke of his journey as a poet , his work with the youth

poetry festival , Louder Than a Bomb , and how much value there

is in the experience of presenting one ’s work to peers . Kahn

joins the ranks of previous keynote speakers like Gwendolyn

Brooks (1993), Martín Espada (2007), Lewis University Professor

Simone Muench (2018), and many more . 

 

The Writing Center tutors who presented at the conference

were : Patricia Damocles , Zachary Klozik , Lydia Kozlowski , Noah

Slowik , Amatur Yumna , and Brandon Vlach . Writers from Lewis

University were joined by writers from Trinity Christian College ,

Alverno College , Bradley University , Moraine Valley Community

College , and the host school , University of St . Francis . Presenters

discussed a range of topics including art , literature , poetry ,

education , and more . Some topics from our Writing Center

tutors included Pre-Raphaelitism in teaching (Yumna),

technology in science fiction (Slowik), and the marginalization

of female artists in the nineteenth century (Kozlowski).

Congratulations to the Lewis writers who presented . We are all

very proud !

28th annual st. francis writers' conference
By Lulu Ahmad 
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Saturday , November 16th ,

marked the 28th Annual

University of St . Francis Writers '

Conference . Students from a

variety of universities ,

including Lewis Writing Center

tutors , submitted their work

and presented their

scholarship with peers and

mentors ; the conference is 

WC Specialist, Noah S.,

presents his work 

WC tutors at the conference



The Writing Center ’s

annual National Week on

Writing celebration

kicked off on October 21st

with our Postcards for

Service Members event .

Tutors worked alongside

staff from the Office of

Veterans Affairs to host a

table where members of

the Lewis community

could write postcards 

 

The national week on writing
Each year , the Lewis University Writing Center celebrates the National Council of Teachers of

English ’s (NCTE) National Day on Writing by hosting a week of annual events on campus . The

National Day on Writing is an initiative meant to bring attention to writing and its critical role in

literacy development . Schools and universities around the country celebrate the National Day on

Writing through various events and activities centered around writing .

By Jasmine Castillo

Cards for kids 

Our second event of

the week was Cards

for Kids . Tutors set

up a table with

supplies for students ,

faculty , and staff to

write and donate

cards to Cards for

Hospitalized Kids , 

“an internationally
Cards for Kids 

By Jasmine Castillo 

Here 's how we celebrated this year !

postcards for service members 
By Megan O'Brien

Postcards for 

Service Members 

for service members . Through their postcards ,

students , faculty , and staff were able to express

their gratitude and show just how much the

troops ’ continued bravery means to them . While

planning this event over the summer , we spoke

with Roman Ortega , the Executive Director for

International Affairs and Director of Veteran Affairs

& Recruitment , who suggested that we consider

accepting donations this year . Along with the

postcards , students , faculty , and staff , had the

opportunity to either donate items or a dollar to

provide service members with care package

supplies such as boot laces , hand and feet

warmers , toothbrushes , and deodorant . Together

we were able to donate over 100 items . The Writing

Center would like to thank everyone for their

participation in this event ! We are looking forward

to next year ’s events !

recognized charitable organization that

spreads hope , joy & magic to hospitalized kids

across America through uplifting , handmade

cards .” Cards for Kids is happy to receive cards

with general uplifting messages and cards

celebrating all major holidays . We also

encouraged Lewis community members to

write cards in Spanish , in an effort to spread

joy to Spanish-speaking children and their

families . To make a difference in our own

community , the Writing Center reached out to

the AMITA Health Saint Joseph Medical Center

in Joliet to inquire about items that could be

donated to children seeking care at their

facility . This was the first year that the Writing

Center decided to collect donations . Students ,

faculty , and staff were happy to donate

towards the purchase of fun coloring books for

hospitalized kids in a local hospital . We

donated 26 coloring books and 12 packets of

colored pencils . We hope that these coloring

books that feature superheroes , princesses ,

Power Rangers , and Barbies help brighten their

days !



each year , provided a refreshing new perspective on his journey as a writer . A variety of themes

were discussed , including growth as a writer , mentorship , and in general , writing as a form of

expression . This year ’s "Why I Write" event was our most attended yet , with over 50 people in

attendance . The Writing Center is grateful to the Lewis professors who encouraged their students

to attend this inspiring event .

By Melissa Lonero

why i write 

On Wednesday , October 23rd , the

Writing Center hosted an all-day

Journal Scavenger Hunt for the

Lewis community . Writing Center

tutors hid 12 journals in different

spots around campus . Each journal

had a unique cover and an

inspiring note inside . The hunt

officially started at 10 a .m . and the

Writing Center posted a clever clue

every half hour on our Facebook

page providing hints about where

the journals were located . Once

someone found a journal , the

Writing Center encouraged them to

post a picture of where they found

it and share what they would use it

for . Jo Slowik , Theatre Manager of

the Philip Lynch Theatre , found a

 

journal scavenger hunt 
By Lauren Martin

Each year , the Writing Center ends its celebration of the

National Week on Writing with our culminating event , “Why I

Write .”  During this event , Lewis students , faculty and staff ,

alumni , and passionate writers from outside our community

present their reasons for writing , a piece of original work , or a

piece that inspires them . This year , we were fortunate enough to

have our opening remarks by Dr . Laura Franklin , the Dean of the

College of Humanities , Fine Arts , and Communications . Lewis

University students who presented were : Maddie Brzeczek ,

Angela Ciarlette , Vivian Kilias , Zach Klozik , Lydia Kozlowski ,

Brandon Vlach , and Amatur Yumna . English Department faculty

and staff who presented were : Graduate Assistant Andrea Holm ,

Dr . Jordan Canzonetta and Dr . Tom McNamara . Len Lundh ,

former manager of the Lewis University Bookstore , who presents  

journal hidden in the Fine Arts building and shared she will

use it for research and taking notes . We hope that this year ’s

Journal Scavenger Hunt motivated the Lewis community  to

write !

Why I Write Presenters

Jo Slowik with her journal  G.A., Lulu, hiding a journal 



Part of the fun at the Writing Center stems from our

Marketing Committee . The committee 's goal is to

find creative new ways to interact with our Lewis

community and reach other writers and Writing

Centers outside of Lewis . Our committee members

created daily series to post across our social media

platforms , including #MemeMonday , Twitter

Tuesday , #WordsWednesday , #T-gifThursday , and

#FlyerFacesFriday . We chose a mix of playful posts ,

like memes and gifs , and informational posts , such

as our Words of the Week and Flyer Faces . The

variation in posts has helped keep our audience

actively engaged with our social media . With the

help of Facebook , Twitter , and Instagram posts , we

have reached a variety of people and organizations ,

such as @NCTE , @apastyle , and writing centers

across the nation . Our increased presence has

connected us with others and continued the

conversation on writing .

improved social media presence 
By Lulu Ahmad

writing center news & updates 

congratulations, jasmine!  
By Melissa Lonero

The Writing Center is pleased to welcome Jasmine Castillo

as our new Writing Center Coordinator . Jasmine is an

alumnus of Lewis , as she graduated in 2010 with a Bachelor

of Arts in English with a concentration in Professional

Writing . She then earned her Master ’s from Depaul in

Writing , Rhetoric , and Discourse with a concentration in

Teaching Language and Writing . At Depaul , she worked as a

Graduate Assistant for their Writing Center . Jasmine has

been an integral part of our Writing Center for a long time .

She started here as an undergraduate tutor , was the Writing

Center ’s first intern , and eventually became a Graduate

Writing Specialist when she returned from graduate school .

Lewis writers are lucky to have her perspective as an

adjunct English Department lecturer . She has continued to

strengthen and expand the Writing Center and its services ,

and we are excited and grateful to have her as our new

Writing Center Coordinator . We look forward to the new

ideas and leadership that will ultimately better our services

and benefit the writers of the Lewis community .



This semester , the Writing Center collaborated with

the Lewis University Softball Team to host study tables

twice a week . Each session was facilitated as an open

forum , allowing students to ask questions about any

writing-related concern they had . Some of the most

common issues addressed were narrowing down a

research question , creating an outline , finding

scholarly research on a topic , formatting citations , and

improving sentence structure , grammar , and word

choice . One of the most beneficial and distinct aspects

of these study table sessions was that the tutor and

student could work for 30-45 minutes on a paper in its

entirety , or they could spend 5-10 minutes addressing

a particular aspect of the paper . One student who has

attended a majority of these sessions , Elexis

Swartzentruber , said , “Because of the help I received at

study tables , I have become much more comfortable

with the writing process and my own writing abilities ."

The Center looks forward to continuing to support all

Lewis writers .

writing center study tables
By Amy Bukovsky

apa 7th edition is here!
By Lydia Kozlowski

In October of 2019 , the 7th edition of the Publication Manual of the

American Psychological Association (APA) was officially published .

Some notable changes include level headings , in-text citations ,

title page requirements , and more ! The updated manual also

provides over 100 reference examples for websites , social media

platforms , and classroom resources . Specifically , it includes a

chapter on inclusive and bias-free language and the use of “they”

as a singular pronoun . It also provides resources and sample

papers geared specifically towards students . The Writing Center is

currently editing OWL APA resources in order to provide the most

updated resources to students . Beginning in the Spring 2020

semester , the Writing Center will begin giving feedback and

workshops based on APA 7 .

Introduction to APA 7

Introduction to Graduate Writing

Writing a Literature Review 

Spring 2020 Writing Center  Workshops 

Stay tuned for specific dates , times , and locations ! 



Sometimes , writers will visit the Writing Center for the first time with little

confidence in their writing abilities . We encourage writers to keep working

on their writing , and when they do , it all pays off in the end . A perfect

example of this is Alexandria Wilson , a freshman studying Political Science

here at Lewis . She visits the Writing Center often for help with the content

and organization of her writing assignments . Alexandria always has many

creative ideas for her papers , which makes for perfect collaborative sessions !

Throughout the semester , she has progressed significantly in crafting her

papers . Along with the overall content and organization , she has become a

more confident writer . Alexandria says the best part about the Writing Center

writer success stories 
Dr. Lorna dudzik
By Melissa Lonero

Dr. Lorna Dudzik 

Alexandria Wilson

By Torri  Phistry
alexandria wilson

It is not often that the Writing Center gets to watch a writer go from being

a doctoral student to a faculty member . Lorna Dudzik began her journey as

a doctoral student in Nursing Practice in 2015 . She began visiting the

Writing Center to receive support with her dissertation , which she had

planned to publish . Lorna worked with WC tutors weekly and was

constantly improving and applying feedback , showing that the writing

process is involved and cyclical . When asked about her experience with

the Writing Center she said , "The Writing Center provided me with

invaluable insight and nonjudgmental constructive criticism to improve

my writing style/techniques in ways that I could not have done alone . I

always left each tutoring session with immediate feedback and effective

improvement solutions . Much like going to a 'trainer '  at a gym , the Writing

Center consistently transformed and elevated my writing abilities &

writing muscles . The tutor , Melissa L . , not only empowered me to succeed

throughout my doctoral program but also played an integral role in the

refinement of my manuscript writing that was accepted for publication in

2019 ." After years of hard work , Lorna graduated in 2018 with a Docorate

in Nursing Practice and shortly after became Nursing faculty here at Lewis . She continued to revise

and edit her dissertation manuscript for publication , which was approved and published earlier

this semester . She was also recently selected to present her article at the Rush System Nursing

Research and EBP 2020 Symposium in February . You can read Dr . Dudzik ’s article , “Implementation

of a Low-dose , High-frequency Cardiac Resuscitation Quality Improvement Program in a

Community Hospital ,” in The Joint Commission Journal on Quality and Patient Safety .

Congratulations , Lorna ! We are so proud of you and happy to have been a part of your process !

is that “It really helps me apply what I learn in class to my writing .” Watching

Alexandria ’s writing abilities improve has been amazing , but seeing her

become a more confident writer has been even better .

Fall 2019 Writing Center Staff
 Graduate Assistants: Lulu Ahmad, 

Taylor French, and Melissa Lonero

Dr. Jen Consilio, Director, consilje@lewisu.edu

Jasmine Castillo, M.A., Coordinator, castiljs@lewisu.edu

https://www.jointcommissionjournal.com/article/S1553-7250(19)30371-X/fulltext

